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Coaching - The Lure of Easy Answers

• The popularity of coaching owes much to the modern craze for easy and quick answers. 

• Businesspeople in general—and American ones in particular—constantly look for new ways to change as 
quickly and painlessly as possible. 

• Self-help manuals abound where Success is defined in 12 simple steps or 7 effective habits. 

In this environment of quick fixes, psychotherapy has become marginalized. And coaches have stepped in to fill 
the gap, offering a kind of instant alternative to fix past behavior. 

Reframing the present reality (the “BEING” in the Ontological Approach)
to make it sound good and acceptable (Positive Psychology)

sometimes ignores past life experiences (Logotherapy) that have brought our clients
to the *stuck* situation they find themselves in at the present.

• As management guru Warren Bennis observes, “A lot of coaching is really an acceptable form of psychotherapy.”

• It’s still tough to say, ‘I’m going to see my Logotherapist today.’ 

• BUT - It’s okay to say, ‘I have an appointment with my coach today.” 

Adapted: The Very Real Dangers of Executive Coaching by Steven Burgles (Harvard Business Review)



It’s important to be clear what a professional Career Coach does. 

Career Coaches should be able to assist, teach, and guide their client through 
the process of conducting a professional job search campaign. 

In my opinion, here is a list of deliverables a Career Coach should bring to the table:

·  On-boarding (Integration into the new organisation)

ּּ Organisational Savvy (Corporate Networking)

· Performance Learning (Job Rehearsal)

· Possibility Thinking

· Professional networking and professional connectivity

· Psychological Contracting

· Researching a company

· Resumé and cover letter development

· Self- Leadership Skills development

· Setting career goals (interests and Aspirations)

· Social Capital

· STAR Approach to answering interview questions

· Talking about Money (Salary negotiation and benchmarking)

· Transitional Life Sculpting

· Utilizing executive search firms

· Working with Job descriptors from advertisements

· Worldview (Weltblick)

· Accountability - Reflection - Debriefing

· Alternative career options (self-employment, consulting)

· Assessment – Self-Assessment

· Assessment - Competency and Skills

· Assessment – Foreign Language Knowledge

· Assessment – Job Specific Language Knowledge

· Assessment – Language (Internal and External)

· Assessment Center Training (In-Tray and E. Tray Tasks)

· Case Studies (Job related – Competency related)

· Competency and Skills development (Filling in the gaps)

· Comprehensive Mock Interview Training

· Emotional Intelligence

· Finding a mentorship program (Internship)

· Interview preparation coaching (Behavioural Interviewing)

· Job Crafting

· Job search marketing strategy (Social Media)

· Needs Analysis (Verbal and written)



Cultural Aspects of Coaching (German Language)



(Supporting learners as they 
move out of their Comfort Zone; 

seeing competencies and skills unfold)

(Using Mind Maps
as the roadmap 

for the learning cycle; 
removing the 

questions of mystery)

Adapted by Ron Morrain – Original Source Unknown 



Senniger’s Learning Zones Model



Despite its complexity, inquiry-based learning can be 

easier on teachers, partly because it transfers some 

responsibilities from teachers to students, but mostly 

because releasing authority engages students.

Inquiry-based learning is more than asking a student what they 

want to know. It’s about triggering curiosity. And activating a 

student’s curiosity is a far more important and complex goal 

than mere information delivery and rote learning.



Graphic Facilitation 
(Mind Maps)

for
GTK Warm-ups

+ 
Formative Assessment Loops

(Feedback, Reflection, and Debriefing)



Learners step into L2 learning with assumptions, opinions, expectations, mind sets – and life experience. 
(Using Metacognition Strategies to ignite the learning process right from the beginning)





Business English Mind Maps 

for Language Coaching 
(Stage #1 - Probing)

*Getting Unstuck and Moving On*

- in an Adult Learning Context (Career Coaching)

- B1+ to C1 Language Levels

(Behaviorial Perspective mixed with aspects of Organisational Savvy)



Chunking + Scripting + Rote Learning = Authentic Product (Coach them through it!) 



Coaching learners through the process – Being creative with the product (No PPT)



Turn your learners into teachers – The Workshop Approach to Language Training and Coaching



Preparing young learners for the real world – or having employees talk about their experiences on the workplace



Talking about real on-the-job phenomena and sharing experiences



Meeting participants where they find themselves and Helping participants understand what they are feeling





Discovering the multi-faceted world of business – Getting ready for the Interview



Business English Mind Maps 

for Language Coaching 
(Stage #2 – Deep Mining)

*Getting Unstuck and Moving On*

- in an Adult Learning Context (Career Coaching)

- B1+ to C1 Language Levels

(Behaviorial Perspective mixed with aspects of Organisational Savvy)







Remember – *Reflection* - *Think Time*, and *Inner Voice* before and during the Coaching session







Mind Maps 
for

The STAR Approach
In Language Coaching

(Stage #3 – Focusing)



Storytelling requires a framework  (Storytelling - from an Organisational Behaviour perspective – MUST be true and MUST reflect a REAL situation)

STAR Approach = Moving from Hyperbole, Embellishment, and Hypothetical – Keeping it Real and Coming to the point



Coachees are sent a *Check List* of Skills and Competencies to prepare for the session

(Compentency Mapping)



Voice and Choice – Think Time – STAR Framework - Knowledge Transfer - Scripting – Psychomotor Skills - Rote Learning – Authenticity 













I feel safe to call myself ….because I know what I bring to the table:
Language Coach (Language Trainer)

Career Coach
Instructional Coach

My education, work-life experience, 
and skills are my qualifications. 

Don’t put the cart before the horse !!

People come to a Language Coach because the desired target language is what they need to move ahead in their life.

What word are you going to put in front of “Coach”?


